
Involution of �-adi analyti spaes and the Up-operatorfor half-integral weight modular formsPavel GuerzhoyAbstrat. We onsider ertain natural involution ating on the �-adi an-alyti spae assoiated with the ordinary metapleti Heke algebra. Weshow that this involution is tightly onneted with Up-operator ating on half-integral weight uspforms.0. IntrodutionAlthough there already appeared many artiles addressing p-adi (and modulop) theory of modular forms of half-integral weight, the theory looks far from beingaomplished. In partiular, the important role of Up-operator was indiated byJohnowitz [3℄. The author hopes that the present text sheds some light on thesubjet. In partiular, we onnet this operator with a ertain natural involutionating on �-adi analyti spaes. The setting of this paper is not as general as itmight be possible. We onsider the setting whih seems to be the most interestingone, and just indiate the generalizations whih may be obtained without essentialmodi�ation of the argument.The basi ingredients of our method are the Kohnen's re�nement of Shintanilifting [6℄, and the Stevens' �-adi interpolation of yle integrals [9℄.The ontents of the paper are as follows.In the �rst setion, we desribe the setting, and onstrut the laimed involutionof our �-adi analyti spaes. We also formulate and disuss the result (see thetheorem below) in this setion.We quote a result from [9℄ in the form appropriate for our onsideration in theseond setion. This onerns the �-adi interpolation of yle integrals.The formulas for Fourier oeÆients of half-integral weight modular forms inthe terms of yle integrals are given in the third setion. This is essentially aquotation from [6℄.The fourth setion is devoted to the proof of the theorem.I am very grateful to Barry Mazur for a disussion whih inspired me to thinkabout the involution in question. The author thanks the referee for a lot of thought-ful suggestions to improve the text.1. Statement and disussion of the results Let p > 5 be a rational prime.Fix an embedding Q ,! Q p. We will identify algebrai numbers and their imagesunder this embedding. Denote by vp the p-adi valuation on Q p normalized suh1991 Mathematis Subjet Classi�ation. 11F33.1



2 PAVEL GUERZHOYthat vp(p) = 1. Let � = Zp[[1 + pZp℄℄be the ompleted group ring on the prinipal unit group 1 + pZp. Put�1 = �[(Z=pZ)�℄:For a �nite at �-algebra R, putX (R) = Homont(R;Q p)Restrition to � indues a surjetive �nite-to-one mapping� : X (R)! X (�):Using the loal setions of �, one de�nes analyti harts around unrami�ed points.Thus, X (R) beomes a �-adi analyti spae [9℄.Note that X (�1) has the natural group struture (indued by the multipliationin Q �p) sine X (�1) ' Homont(Z�p;Q �p):Denote by � the non-trivial quadrati Dirihlet harater modulo p. We regard� as an element of X (�1): � : u 7! �(u) for u 2 Z�p:Denote by � the multipliation by � in the group X (�1). Thus, � is a naturalinvolution of X (�1).We onsider the �1-algebraR1, whih is the universal p-ordinary Heke algebraof tame ondutor 1. Put, as in [9℄,~R1 = R1 
�1;� �1for the universal ordinary metapleti Heke algebra of tame ondutor 1. Here �is the ring homomorphism assoiated to the group homomorphism t 7! t2 on Z�p;1,whih is the inverse limit of (Z=pmZ)� as m ! 1. (Reall that �1 ' Zp[[Z�p;1℄℄.)Following [9℄, we regard ~R1 as a �1-algebra by equipping it with the struturalhomomorphism �1 ! ~R1 � 7! 1
 �:The ring homomorphism (whih is not a homomorphism of �1-algebras)R1 ! ~R1 � 7! �
 1indues the map on �-adi spaes(1) X ( ~R1)! X (R1)Let F be a normalized uspidal p-ordinary �-adi Heke eigenform of tameondutor 1. This is a formal power series F (X; q) 2 O[[X; q℄℄;. For k � 1; and2k � 2k0 mod p � 1, the q-series F (u2k � 1; q) is the q-expansion of a normalizedp-stabilized uspidal Heke eigenform of level 1. Aording to [2, Proposition 7.2.2℄,we have(2) F (u2k � 1; q) = f�2k(�) = f2k(�)� �2kf2k(p�)for k > 1f�2 (�) = f2(�)for k = 1Here f2k, for k > 1, is a normalized p-ordinary usp Heke eigenform of weight 2kon SL2(Z), and �2k is the root of its Heke polynomial whih is not a p-adi unit,and f2 for k = 1 is a normalized Heke eigenform of weight 2 on �0(p).



INVOLUTION OF �-ADIC SPACES AND THE Up OPERATOR 3The �-adi form F orresponds to the deomposition(3) R1 = �1 �R01~R1 = ~�1 � ~R01:Let J 2 ~R1. We denote by the same letter J its image in~�1 = �1 
�1;� �1under the projetion to the �rst omponent in (3).The involution � : X (~�1)�!X (~�1) omes from X (�1) ��! X (�1) (multiplia-tion by �), and the fat that the strutural homomorphism �1 ! �1
�1;� �1 = ~�1with � 7! 1
 � is an isomorphism of rings.We identify an arithmeti point � 2 X (�1) of signature (t; �) with its signature,and write � = (t; �).As usual, we ompute the signature of an arithmeti point � 2 X (R) (any �niteat R) with respet to the strutural homomorphism �1 ! R.Denote by � = (k; �) the arithmeti point of X (~�1) whih takes 1
u to uk�(u)for u 2 Z�p. Remark that both the point � and �(�) = (k; ��) 2 X (~�1) projet by(1) (and (3) restrited to the �rst omponent) to the point (2k; �2) 2 X (�1).Let us now restrit our attention to the arithmeti points � 2 X (�1) with� = (2k; id), where k is a positive integer, 2k � 2k0 mod p� 1, and id = idp standsfor the trivial Dirihlet harater modulo p. The points ~� = (k; id) and �~� = (k; �)projet to �. There is the normalized usp Heke eigenform f2k de�ned by (2),whih orresponds to �. Consider the uspform �k = P k(n)qn of half-integralweight k + 1=2, whih belongs to the Kohnen's subspae S+k+1=2 (i.e. k(n) = 0unless (�1)kn � 0; 1 mod 4, see [5, 6℄), and is onneted to f2k by the Shimuraorrespondene. It is not identially zero, and is de�ned up to a onstant multiple.We assoiate this form with the point ~� = (k; id). Consider the point �~�. Thepoint ~�0 = (k + p�12 pN ; id) is as lose to �~� as large is N � 0 (the orrespondingharaters on Z�p are ongruent modulo pN ). Consider the uspform �l 2 S+l+1=2with l = k+ p�12 pN assoiated with ~�0 as above. Naively speaking, the involution �should take �k almost to �l. The purpose of this paper is to larify this statement.Alternatively, if �k 2 S+k+1=2 for k > 1, (or S+3=2(p) for k = 1) is a Hekeeigenform, the Up-operator whih on Fourier expansions is de�ned byUp :X (n)qn 7!X (pn)qn;and ats on �k almost as an involution. Namely (see (8) below) U2p�k � �k modpk�1 for k > 1, and U2p�1 = �1. Here and in the following a ongruene betweentwo forms means that their q-expansion oeÆients are ongruent.The present paper reveals the tight onnetion between these two natural "al-most involutions". Roughly speaking, our main result (see the theorem below)laims that Up-operator interhanges �k and �l, as above, modulo a power of p.Here are some remarks on the setting desribed so far.For the sake of transpareny we will only start with the point (k0; id) 2 X (~�1)with k0 = 1. It seems to the author that this ase is the most interesting one.The ase of arbitrary k0 > 1 may be onsidered along the same lines, with ertainsimpli�ations.



4 PAVEL GUERZHOYThe argument (and the result) might be generalized to the ase of odd square-free tame ondutor (f. [6℄). However, further diret generalization in this diretiondoes not look possible. Evidently, for higher tame ondutors, one has to swithfrom half-integral weight modular forms to Jaobi forms. In the ase of trivial tameondutor, whih is onsidered in the present paper, the language of half-integralweight modular forms is better unless one does not onsider the skew-holomorphiJaobi forms.Sine both the results and the argument of the paper are in fat of loal nature(with respet to �) one an get rid of the assumption that there exist a (global)�-adi form F (f. [1, 2.7℄).We are now ready to formulate our main result.Theorem One an hoose a (non-zero) normalization for the half-integralweight modular forms �k for eah k � 1 suh that their Fourier oeÆients arealgebrai integers, and Up�1 � �l mod pAif l � 1 mod (p� 1)p(A�1)=2, and l 6� 1 mod p� 1.RemarksSine U2p�1 = �1, the operator just interhanges �1 and �l modulo pA.It might ome out that, under our normalization, all the Fourier oeÆients of�1 are divisible by pB with some B > 0. In this ase, the assertion of theorem isvauous when A � B. This begins, however, to produe non-trivial ongrueneswhen A > B.Example Put p = 11. In this ase, there is a unique normalized p-ordinary�-adi form (f. [2, p.234℄, and [1, Example 2.11℄). Write� = q 124 Yn�1(1� qn)for the lassial �-funtion. In partiular, we have the speializationsf2 = �(�)2�(11�)2;f12 = � = �(�)24:Of ourse, f12 � f2 mod 11.Write � = 1 +Pn2Zqn2 for the lassial theta-funtion, and E2k = B2k4k +Pn�1 �2k�1(n)qn for the Eisenstein series. The half-integral weight usp formsonneted with f12 and f2 via Shimura orrespondene are(4) �1 = U4(�(2�)�(22�)�(11�))and(5) �6 = (2E4(�)�0(�)�E04(�)�(�)):Aording to the theorem, one expets that U11 onnets (4) with (5) modulo 11.Indeed, one an hek that(6) 5�1 � U11�6 and 5U11�1 � �6 mod 11The half-integral weight modular forms �1 and �6 appeared as examples in thelassial papers [8℄, and [4℄. It turns out that they are onneted by (6).2. p-Adi interpolation of yle integralsIn this setion, we reformulate a result from [9℄ in the form suitable for ouronsideration.



INVOLUTION OF �-ADIC SPACES AND THE Up OPERATOR 5Write Q = [a; b; ℄(x; y) for an integral binary quadrati form ax2 + bxy + y2(we allow a = 0), and Q0 = [a;�b; ℄. For a uspform f of weight 2k on �0(p), anda � 0 mod p, put jQ(f) = ZCQ f(�)(a�2 + b� + )k�1d�where the yle CQ is de�ned as in [6, p.240℄. The proposition below is a reformu-lation of Theorem 5.5 and Lemma 6.1 of [9℄.Proposition Let ~�0 = (k0; id) 2 X (~�1). There exist� omplex periods 
�(~�) 2 C �� p-adi periods 
~� 2 Q p with 
~�0 6= 0� an element JQ 2 ~�1 de�ned for any integral quadrati form Q = [a; b; ℄ witha � b � 0 mod p with the following properties.(7) JQ(~�) = 12 
~�
�(~�)�()(jQ(f�2k) + jQ0(f�2k))if ~� = (k; �) 2 X (~�1) lies over � = (2k; id) 2 X (�1) with k � 1.The odd periods are p-integers andvp� 
~�
�(~�) Z i10 f2k(�)�sd�� � 0if s = 0; 2; : : : ; 2k � 2.Notie that the restrition to quadrati or identity haraters � in the aboveproposition omes just from our restrition to the points � = (2k; id) 2 X (�1).3. Fourier oeÆients of half-integral weight uspforms d'apr�es W.KohnenWe make use of the onnetion between yle integrals and Fourier oeÆientsof ertain (non-zero) uspforms of half-integral weight established by Kohnen [6℄.Now reall some results from lo. it..The group SL2(Z) ats on integral binary quadrati forms by[a; b; ℄� � � Æ � (x; y) = [a; b; ℄(�x+ �y; x+ Æy):The number of equivalene lasses of quadrati forms with �xed disriminant is�nite. If D � 0; 1 mod 4 is an integer and Q = [a; b; ℄ is a form whose disriminantjQj is divisible by D, let!D(Q) = 0if (a; b; ;D) > 1�Dr � if (a; b; ;D) = 1, and Q represents r with (r;D) = 1:Write �k =Xn>0 k(n)qnfor the non-zero modular form of weight k+1=2 whih belongs to the "+"-subspae,and is onneted to f2k via the Shimura orrespondene. In partiular, for a positiveinteger n suh that (�1)kn is a fundamental disriminant(8) k(l2n) = k(n)Xdjl �(d)� (�1)knd � dk�1a2k(n=d);



6 PAVEL GUERZHOYfor k > 1. If k = 1, (8) is still true if the summation is taken only over those d'swhih divide l and are prime to p. In partiular,1(p2n) = 1(n)for any positive integer n suh that (�1)kn � 0; 1 mod 4.Let m and n be positive integers with (�1)km; (�1)kn � 0; 1 mod 4, and sup-pose that (�1)kn is a fundamental disriminant. Aording to [6, Theorem 3℄ wehave(9) 1(m)1(n) = T (1) XQ mod �0(p)jQj = mna � 0 mod p !�n(Q)jQ(f2)and, sine f2k is a modular form on SL2(Z),(10) k(m)k(n) = T (k) XQ mod SL2(Z)jQj = nm !(�1)kn(Q)jQ(f2k)with a non-zero T (k) whih does not depend on m and n.4. Proof of the Theorem. The formulae (9) and (10) do not depend on apartiular hoie of the systems of representatives in the summations. We formulatesome properties of these systems in the following lemmas. Their proofs redue todiret heks, and we omit them.Lemma 1 Assume � � 0 mod p Then one an hoose a system of representa-tives Q mod SL2(Z) with jQj = � suh that a � b � 0 mod p for any representativeQ = [a; b; ℄Lemma 2 Assume � � 0 mod p. One an hoose a system of representativesQ mod �0(p) with jQj = � suh that b � 0 mod p and a � 0 mod p for any Q inthe system.Lemma 3One an hoose the subset of a system of representatives that satis�esthe onditions of Lemma 2 and the additional ondition a � 0 mod p as the systemof representatives that satis�es the onditions of Lemma 1.In partiular, one an hoose a ommon system of representatives for the sum-mations in (9) and (10).For ~� 2 X (~�1), and two disriminants D0 and D1 suh that D0 is fundamental,D0D1 � 0 mod p with D0D1 > 0 put(11) R(D0; D1)(~�) = XQ mod SL2(Z)jQj = �D0D1 !D0(Q)JQ(~�);the system of representatives in the summation is hosen aording to Lemmas 2and 3. Then the proposition in setion 2 yields R(D0; D1) 2 ~�1.Let �n be a negative fundamental disriminant. Put ~�0 = (1; id). Aording to(9), (7), and sine the quadrati form Q0 runs through a system of representativesif the forms Q do, we obtain(12) R(�n;�mp)(~�0) = 12 
~�0
�(~�0)T (1)�11(n)1(mp)for a positive integer m with mp � 0; 3 mod 4.



INVOLUTION OF �-ADIC SPACES AND THE Up OPERATOR 7We also haveR(�(�1) p�12 np;�(�1) p�12 m)(�~�0)= 12 
�~�0
�(�~�0) XQ mod SL2(Z)jQj = nmp !�(�1)p�12 np(Q)�()(jQ(f�2 ) + jQ0 (f�2 )):Notie that !�(�1) p�12 np(Q)�() = !�n(Q):Thus(13) R(�(�1) p�12 np;�(�1) p�12 m)(�~�0) = R(�n;�mp)(~�0)Now pik l � 1 mod (p� 1)pA�1=2 with l 6� 1 mod p� 1. We have for ~�1 = (l; id)(14)R(�(�1) p�12 np;�(�1) p�12 m)(~�1) � R(�(�1) p�12 np;�(�1) p�12 m)(�~�0) mod pAOn the other hand, aording to (7) and (11),R(�(�1) p�12 np;�(�1) p�12 m)(~�1) =12 
�~�1
�(�~�1) XQ mod SL2(Z)jQj = nmp !�(�1)p�12 np(Q)�()(jQ(f�2l) + jQ0(f�2l)):By Lemma 3 and (2), we obtainjQ(f�2l) = jQ(f2l(�) � �2lf2l(p�)) =ZCQ f2l(�)(a�2 + b� + )l�1d� � �2l ZCQ f2l(p�)(a�2 + b� + )l�1d�:We make the variable hange � 7! �=p in the seond integral. Note that vp(�2l) =2l, and both integrals on the right hand side are Z-linear ombinations of periodsof the uspform f2l (Manin's ontinued fration trik, [7℄). We sum over the systemof representatives, use (10) for the �rst integral, and estimate the seond one. Itfollows that(15) R(�(�1) p�12 np;�(�1) p�12 m)(~�1) � 12 
~�1
�(~�1)l(np)l(m)T (l)�1 mod plAssume now that we an pik a fundamental disriminant �n suh that n 6�0 mod p and 1(n) 6= 0. It follows from (12) thatXm>0R(�n;�mp)(~�0)qm = 12 
~�0
�(~�0) 1(n)T (1) Up�1:Sine p�12 pA�1 > A for A � 1, the ongruenes (14) together with (15) yieldXm>0R(�(�1) p�12 np;�(�1) p�12 m)(�~�0)qm � 12 
~�1
�(~�1) l(np)T (l) �l mod pA



8 PAVEL GUERZHOYThe equalities (13) and (12) now yield(16) 
~�0
�(~�0) 1(n)T (1) Up�1 � 12 
~�1
�(~�1) l(np)T (l) �l mod pA;as it was laimed in Theorem.Our assumption that there exist a fundamental disriminant �n 6� 0 mod psuh that 1(n) 6= 0, though seems always to be true, is not easy to prove. Anyway, ifit were false, one might hoose a fundamental disriminant�mp suh that 1(mp) 6=0 (beause �1 6= 0). In this ase, (12) remains true for arbitrary n. After this point,the argument an be repeated mutatis mutandis.Referenes[1℄ Greenberg, R., Stevens, G.: p-adi L-funtions and p-adi periods of modular forms, Invent.Math., 111, 407-447 (1993)[2℄ Hida, H., Elementary theory of L-funtions and Eisenstein series, London Math. So. StudentTexts, 26, Cambridge University Press, 1993.[3℄ Johnowitz, N.: A p-adi onjeture about derivatives of L-series attahed to modular forms,Contemp. Math. 165, 239-263 (1994)[4℄ Kohnen, W., Zagier, D.: Values of L-series of modular forms at the enter of the ritialstrip, Invent. Math. 64: 175-198 (1981)[5℄ Kohnen, W.: Modular Forms of Half-Integral Weight on �0(4), Math. Ann. 248, 249-266(1980)[6℄ Kohnen, W.: Fourier CoeÆients of Modular forms of Half-Integral Weight, Math. Ann.,271, 237-268 (1985)[7℄ Manin, Yu.I.: Periods of paraboli forms and p-adi Heke series, Mat. Sbornik, 92 378-401(1973) (in Russian).[8℄ Shintani, T.: On onstrution of holomorphi usp forms of half integral weight, NagoyaMath. J. 58, 83-126 (1975)[9℄ Stevens, G.: �-adi modular forms of half-integral weight and �-adi Shintani lifting, Con-temp. Math. 174, 129-151 (1994)E-mail address: pasha�euklid.uni-mannhem.de, pasha�tx.tehnion.a.il


